Wojik Brush Box
Quality Hand Crafted Percussion Instruments

Beautiful Wood Tones
Textured Surface Enhances Brush Play
Crisp Clean Snare Effect
“A sound that blends perfectly with high quality acoustic guitars
and basses. The woody tone with Bendid StringsTM snare
technology makes for a strong backbeat and, best of all,
absolutely no snare buzz (makes bass players very happy). The
Wojik Brush Box is the future of brush playing, bringing the art
back into the cutting edge of new music.”
M ike W ojik
Professional Drummer

The Wojik Brush Box by Croaker Percussion is a high quality acoustic brushing
box developed to fill the need for a brush-playing instrument in an acoustic
environment, and designed to combine the brushing ability of a snare drum with
the high quality wood tone of Croaker instruments. The Wojik Brush Box simplifies
the typical acoustic setup while providing superior sound. In addition to brushing,
the box responds well to the use of bundled dowel style sticks. Our Patent Pending
Bendid StringsTM snare technology utilizes a unique installation of guitar strings
to create a crisp, clean snare effect.
The box is a regular hexagon derived from an inscribed 18” diameter circle and
measures approximately 18" x 16" x 2.5". The shell is made from solid Maple and
the tapa is typically an exotic veneer on birch plywood; the surface has a unique
finish to accentuate the brushing strokes, providing stunning sonic and visual
presentation on stage. The sound ports are ideally located and sized to provide
optimal resonance. The tapa is secured with stainless steel screws and the outer
finish is clear lacquer.
The box includes a guitar strap with Schaller style connectors so it can be played
in your lap, with the strap around your waist keeping it ideally situated.
Alternatively, it may be played in a snare drum stand.
“The Wojik Brush Box is a great alternative to a snare drum, for those small room, low volume,
coffee house type gigs, or studio situations. It has a really nice tone, and the surface maintains its
textured finish, providing a crisp brush sound every time. Great with wire or nylon brushes, or multi
rod type sticks too. The wires inside also provide a cool, subtle snare sound. I definitely will be
using the Brush Box as part of my arsenal!”
Tom C ottone
Professional Drummer
Croaker
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